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PRODUCT CATALOG

Product Name: Hot Sale China Geometric Marble Tile Harlow Picket Mosaic Stone

Short Description: This is a geometric marble tile that is

made of white and green marble mosaic chips, the

whole tile is in harlow picket Berlinetta shape and is ideal

for backsplash walls. It is a new mosaic pattern and we

offer a wholesale rate for the considerable quantity.

Model No.: WPM069

Pattern: Geometric Berlinetta

Color: White & Green

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Natural Marble

Product Detail:

Product Description

Wanpo Company is specialized in the marble and stone products trading industry, based on

a knowledgeable team, ethical business policy, reliable service, and affordable pricing, we

gain a lot of happy clients from all over the world. As the main product collections, we

provide our clients with various marble mosaic tiles which are ideal for floor, wall, and

backsplash. This product is a geometric marble tile that is made of white and green marble

mosaic chips, the whole tile is in harlow picket Berlinetta mosaic shapes and is ideal for
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backsplash walls. It is a new mosaic pattern and we offer a wholesale rate for the considerable

order quantity.

Product Specification (Parameter)

Product Name: Hot Sale China Geometric Marble Tile Harlow Picket Mosaic Stone

Model No.: WPM069

Pattern: Geometric Berlinetta

Color: Green & White

Finish: Polished

Thickness: 10mm

Product Series

Model No.: WPM069

Color: Green & White

Marble Name: Shangri La Green Marble, Crystal Thassos Marble

Model No.: WPM187

Color: White

Marble Name: Ariston White Marble, Wooden White Marble, Pietra Grey

Marble

Product Application

We select every piece of mosaic chips prudently and make elegant and exquisite stone mosaic tiles and

make it unique with whole texture. This harlow picket mosaic geometric Berlinetta marble mosaic tile is

made of green marble from a China quarry, it is an ideal cladding material for the wall and backsplash

decoration of the bathroom and kitchen areas, such as marble mosaic backsplash and stone mosaic

wall tiles.



We are constantly discovering novelties to our product collections to meet your own market’s demands,

please sign up for our newsletter and get updates on trends and specialties.

FAQ

Q: Do you have a minimum order quantity?

A: Yes, we require all international orders to have an ongoing minimum order quantity, which normally

is 100 m2 (1000 sq. ft). And we will check whether the discount is acceptable for larger quantities.

Q: Do you support goods return?

A: Generally speaking, we don't support goods return service. You will spend a high shipping cost to

return the goods to us. Therefore, please select the right items before ordering, you can buy and look at

the real sample first before making a decision.

Q: How about the replenishment?

A: Please measure the exact paving area and calculate the quantity of each model before purchasing.

We can also provide free budget service. If you need replenishment during the paving process, please

contact us. There will be slight differences in the color and size in different batches, so there will be a

color difference in restocking. Please try your best to complete the replenishment in a short time.

Restocking is at your own expense.

Q: Can I make the unit price per piece?

A: Yes, we can offer you a unit price per piece, and our normal price is by square meter or square feet.


